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HELP! Moans that escape to the mouths of people who are caught in trouble. Maybe it could be in an accident, crime, disaster or in times of great uncertainty. In this kind of tragedy, seeking assistance is the foremost thing to do. But to whom? Of course, the people who are always to the rescue—our superheroes. Not Superman, Batman, Wonder woman or any Stan Lee’s heroes that can be watched on televisions wearing capes. They don’t need to fly, teleport or have immeasurable power and strength to be called heroes. Because they aren’t fictional but real-life heroes, our professionals such as doctors, firefighters, police, teachers etc.

Among them, who can be considered as the greatest hero? What makes that hero to be considered the toughest of them all? All of us may have varied answers, but for me, the greatest heroes are the TEACHERS.

What makes a teacher’s job hard and full of sacrifices is that it is not just confined within eight hours of work as they need to extend more hours to get everything done in order. Their job will start from the preparations of classroom before the students arrive and will not end up after the students clean the classroom because they still need to lend their hands to students who need special assistance. Yet, their work is continued up to home to face other paper works such as lesson plans and student related works. These all happen for five days a week in ten months.

Moreover, teachers deal with almost three hundred individually different persons with in six hours a day inside the classroom and still able to manage everything. But it did not stop there. Teachers also need to reach out to the same number of parents to communicate and explain every single detail about the students.
The world will be in the hands of our next generations who will make up the future. Which means, it is in the hands of our teachers. Teachers are more than just shaping young minds and feeding them the knowledge needed. Teachers simultaneously change the world as they change everyone lives. Then those who lives is going on to change other lives too and making the world to move forward. This is the major battle that our hero is facing!

But despite all of these, teachers don’t mind if they are not appreciated and compensated well which make them the greatest hero indeed! Their passion, commitment and sense of will in teaching won’t be shaken. They are one call away in helping not only their students but other people without expecting in return. Teachers are truly the greatest, undefeated and timeless heroes among all! Surely, greatest heroes don’t wear capes, use weapons and can be seen flying. Our true greatest heroes wear a smile which can makes someone’s day, uses instructional materials to support learning and can be seen just inside the classroom- the teachers, our greatest heroes!
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